The properties of a detector consisting of a large barium fluoride crystal and a multiwire proportional chamber operating at low pressure with TMAE have been studied. Measurements of the time resolution, pulse width, energy resolution, photoelectron yield and the effective energy threshold were carried out in a test beam using minimum ionizing particles. Although the detector is sensitive to signals originating from an adsorbed layer of TMAE from the crystal surface, no indication of such a signal was observed.
Introduction
The technique of using tetrakis(dimethylamino) ethylene, commonly known as TMAE, as a photosensitive agent to detect the fast scintillation light from barium fluoride was originally developed by Anderson' . This technique offers many attractive features for an electromagnetic shower detector over conventional sampling calorimetry or other types of scintillating crystals read out using phototubes. The advantages of this method are its high rate capability, the ease of having a highly segmented readout, good low energy detection efficiency, and the ability to work inside a magnetic field. An experiment to study rare kaon decays2 at the AGS at Brookhaven proposes to use such a device as a veto detector for photons in the 20-200 MeV energy range in order to achieve a sensitivity for the decay K+ + n+vv at a level approaching that of the standard model. A series of tests were carried out in a test beam at the AGS to study the properties of a prototype detector to determine whether a device of this kind could meet the requirements dictated by the experiment. The results show that these requirements can be met and effort is now underway to build and test a larger scale system.
The Detector
The detector used a single 4.7 cm (flat-toflat) x The detector consisted of the crystal and a multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) enclosed in a common stainless steel vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. 1 The anode signal was capacitively coupled to a fast common base charge sensitive preamplifier followed by a fast shaping amplifier utilizing a pole-zero cancellation network5. This electronics was used in order to effectively utilize the fast decay time of the BaF2 and the fast response of the low pressure wire chamber. The rise time of the preamplifier was < 2 ns and the shaping amplifier provided delay line clipping to give a short decay time. The pole zero cancellation network was used to cancel the tail of the pulse from the chamber due to the positive ion collection time. The impulse response of the preamplifier and shaping amplifier combination using a 4 ns clipping delay line could be characterized by a pulse which has a rise time -12 ns and a baseline width of -25 ns. The slower rise time was due to a combination of external factors which included the added capacitance of protection diodes on the input to the preamp, the integration time of the shaping amplifier, and a linear fanout of the shaping amplifier output signal. Narrower pulses can be obtained with this system under more ideal conditions. The cathode signal was taken from the two cathodes tied together and capacitively coupled to a slower charge sensitive preamplifier. The output was fed into an Ortec 472 spectroscopy amplifier with a 1 ps shaping time. The cathode signal was used to collect more of the available avalanche charge and better determine the gain of the chamber for use in calibration. Calibration was achieved by using a 241Am source located inside the chamber which produced a known amount of ionization in the gas6. This was particularly useful at low pressures where the signal produced by minimum ionizing particles in the gas resulted in charge levels which were too low to measure. At higher pressures, an 55Fe source was also used to monitor the gas gain.
This provided a convenient cross check against the 241Am calibration at intermediate pressures (-25 Torr) where both methods could be used. Figure 2b shows the same signal for positive bias with the same anode to cathode voltage difference. The pulse is much wider and is dominated by the drift time for the electrons in the outer collection regions. The width of the plateau can be used to estimate a drift velocity in the collection regions of -15 ns/mm. A signal originating at the crystal surface would show up as a peak on the trailing edge of the plateau. We clearly see no indication of an enhancement of this type. We have also done studies of the pulse shape in the laboratory using a slightly different electrode configuration. In this case, the crystal surface was 6 mm from the upper cathode and the lower electrode was 11.5 mm from the lower cathode. Figure 3 shows the arrival time of photoelectrons produced by 511 keV gamma rays for this configura-tion. The time distribution is still quite flat. We conclude that under our conditions we do not observe a signal due to an adsorbed layer of TMAE on any of the surfaces in our detector. Figure 4 shows the pulse height distribution for the anode signal with negative bias. We observe a characteristic Landau-like distribution which has a FWHM m .53 and corresponds to an average energy deposit in the crystal (based on dE/dx) of 67.8 MeV. The energy resolution, after unfolding the contribution due to photoelectron statistics, can be characterized by .05 E-1/2 (GeV). The corresponing value for positive bias measured using the cathode signal, was .035 E 1/2. This can be compared with a value of .025 E1/2 predicted from measurements made with a sampling device7 operated similarly to our positive bias mode using MeV electrons. Our results have not been corrected for any systematic effects. This low threshold is a very attractive feature for a detector of this type which is to be used as an efficient veto for low energy photons.
The photoelectron yield can be expressed as the number of photoelectrons produced per millimeter of gas in which the uv absorption occurs, assuming there is no signal from any surface. This was computed by first taking the difference between the total anode charge obtained for positive bias and negative bias for the same anode to cathode voltage difference. The 241Am source was used to measure the gas gain, which was typically 1.3 x 104 for a pressure of 10 Torr. This then gives the number of primary photoelectrons produced in the collection regions. We obtain a value of 2.7 photoelectrons/mm per MeV deposited in the crystal, after correcting for the area factor. We estimate that the contribution to the photoelectron yield due to Cherenkov light produced by the minimum ionizing particle in the crystal is less than 10%. efficiency, time resolution and energy resolution required by the experiment. We have not observed a surface effect from the TMAE as previously reported, but the photoelectron yield is high enough and the time response fast enough to obtain a usable signal from the gas alone. It must now be demonstrated that these parameters can be achieved on a large scale system. The flux of uv photons from the crystal was estimated using the photoelectron yield measured with the photomultiplier and correcting for the phototube quantum efficiency and the emission spectrum of the BaF2 fast component. Using this we can estimate the TMAE quantum efficiency in the gas phase at a pressure of 0.35 Torr of -2% per millimeter integrated over the BaF2 fast component emission spectrum. Comparing this with the average uv absorption of z 3.2% per millimeter over the short distances within our detector, we estimate that the probability of photoelectron emission by a TMAE molecule after absorption of a uv photon from the BaF2 is z 0.6.
The uv absorption and hence the photoelectron yield can be increased by heating the TMAE to higher temperatures, being careful to keep the detector slightly warmer than the TMAE reservoir to prevent condensation. We also hope that better quality crystals will improve the photoelectron yield.
Conclusion
The properties of a BaF2-TMAE-MWPC detector have been studied with the goal of determining whether a system of this type could be used as a photon veto in a large scale high energy physics experiment. The basic properties of the detector seem adequate to achieve the necessary detection
